Abstract The emergence of high-throughput, massive or next-generation sequencing technologies has created a completely new foundation for molecular analyses. Various selective enrichment processes are commonly applied to facilitate detection of predefined (known) targets. Such approaches, however, inevitably introduce a bias and are prone to miss unknown targets. Here we review the application of high-throughput sequencing technologies and the preparation of fit-for-purpose whole genome shotgun sequencing libraries for the detection and characterization of genetically modified and derived products. The potential impact of these new sequencing technologies for the characterization, breeding selection, risk assessment, and traceability of genetically modified organisms and genetically modified products is yet to be fully acknowledged. The published literature is reviewed, and the prospects for future developments and use of the new sequencing technologies for these purposes are discussed.
Introduction
First-generation sequencing technology [1] revolutionized genetics and brought about the sequencing of the first large eukaryote genomes (human [2] and mouse [3] ), and later the first crop plant genomes (rice [4] and soybean [5] ). These genomes laid the foundation for detailed genetic studies of these organisms. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) with a concurrent rapid drop in cost per base pair and increase in throughput accelerated this development. This evolution continues, and the NGS technologies are gradually challenged by so-called third-generation sequencing technologies [6] . In this review, NGS and third-generation sequencing technologies will jointly be referred to as Bhigh-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies.^HTS has recently paved the way for whole genome sequencing (WGS) of the most important food crops, including maize [7] and the hexaploid wheat [8] , and the most important farm animals, such as sheep [9] , pigs [10] , and cattle [11] . The information found in sequenced genomes is used, for example, by breeders to identify markers for desired traits [12, 13] and to better understand the effects of potential modulations of synthetic pathways, including genetic modifications.
Functional effects and reasons to characterize genetic modifications by sequencing
Genetic modifications are by definition modifications of nucleic acids, and are intended to yield altered functional characteristics of the modified organism. Whether or not the modifications have to be inheritable depends on the jurisdiction. In the European Union (EU), for example, the definition includes inheritability [14] , whereas in Norway, for example, the definition does not include inheritability [15] . Some genetic modifications are desired, others are unintended and potentially harmful or unexpected. For developers of genetically modified (GM) organisms (GMOs) it is desirable to have detailed information about the characteristics, both genetically and phenotypically, of the GMOs they develop and the corresponding non-GM parental lines. This facilitates comparison and selection among the GM lines for further breeding and commercialization. To safeguard health and the environment, and to provide consumers with a freedom of choice and inform society, many countries regulate the commercialization of GM products and the release of GMOs into the environment. Regulations usually include requirements for substantial risk assessment before field trials, release into the environment, and use as food and feed. Authorization (in most countries, including members of the EU) or deregulation (in the USA) is successively required for the use of GMOs and derived products in foods and feeds. Detailed descriptions of the genetic modifications are fundamental raw data to be included as one part of the total documentation required for these risk assessments [16] .
Target motifs for detection of GMOs
The DNA sequences of the genetic modification are the targets for detection of GMOs and derived products. The first generation of GMOs were modified by insertion of DNA constructs composed of genetic elements (promoters, genes, and terminators) from species other than the recipient taxon (transgenes). The insertion locus, the number of copies of inserted DNA, and the structure of the inserted DNA were rather unpredictable, and rearrangements of the recipient genome and insert construct(s) were common. With time, however, the number of copies, the structure of inserts, and the insertion loci have become much more predictable and controllable. The functionality of a genetic construct is affected by the choice of promoter, gene, and terminator. It is often desirable that the novel trait is expressed only under particular conditions or in a particular tissue of the modified organism. This requires the use of specific promoters from the modified taxon. Furthermore, codon usage and posttranscriptional and posttranslational modification are often much better when the coding gene is derived from a closely related, sexually compatible species (taxon; intragene) or the modified species itself (cisgene). However, a transgene can also be modified to fit the codon preferences of the host. The distinction between transgene, intragene, and cisgene is explained in Fig. 1 . Although the insertion of a functionally coding construct is still the rule among developers of GMOs, new emerging gene technologies now make it possible to modify only a single nucleotide (single nucleotide modification, SNM), for example, by application of CRISPR-Cas9 systems; see, for example, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This represents a paradigm shift for the detectability of GMOs (Fig. 1 ).
Unknown structural changes and insertions in genomes
Natural cell division, recombination, and directed breeding processes result in unintended structural variants, including single nucleotide substitutions [single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) corresponding to SNMs], deletions, insertions, duplications, and rearrangements in a genome. Viral infections, transposons, and rare events of horizontal gene transfer also result in the presence of unknown insertions and structural changes in genomes. Examples in the literature demonstrate the relevance of molecular characterization as a basis for comparative risk assessment [17, [22] [23] [24] [25] . They also, as exemplified and discussed later, provide tools suitable for characterization of unknown and unintended genetic modifications in transgenes, intragenes, and cisgenes, as well as detection of SNPs/SNMs (see, e.g., [26] ).
Classification of GMOs on the basis of available sequence information
Holst-Jensen et al. [27] classified GMOs into four insert sequence knowledge (ISK) classes on the basis of the sequence information available a priori. For the purpose of selecting the best approach for characterization and detection of GMOs, it is very helpful to understand and apply this classification (Table 1) .
Available WGS technologies
Several distinct HTS platforms have emerged since the turn of the millennium. Companies with unique platforms compete to offer higher throughput and more reliable sequence data that can be obtained faster and more cheaply. The most important differences between the platforms are associated with the input nucleic acid requirements and the output read length, total number of sequenced bases, error rate, runtime and cost per sequenced million bases. This means that the different platforms also have different advantages and disadvantages, and are fit for different purposes ( Table 2 ). The sample preparation strategy to be applied is tightly connected to the purpose and thus to the platform selected for a given case.
WGS generates very large datasets. The main challenge is not the generation of sequence data but the subsequent data analysis. Targeting the analyses to detect only a predefined set of sequence motifs or SNPs/SNMs is relatively simple and fast and therefore potentially cost-effective in comparison with a broader nontargeted approach. The drawbacks are primarily the bias and inability to detect unknown targets (inserted, recombined, and rearranged sequences). Unbiased analyses to detect all structural variants, novel insertions, and broad ranges of SNPs/SNMs in relevant coding genes, on the other hand, require substantially more resources, limiting the applicability of such approaches. Presequencing enrichment Fig. 1 The relationships between genetic modifications and sequence motifs suitable for detection and identification of genetically modifies organisms (GMOs). A: Chromosomes of taxa distantly related to the genetically modified taxon (e.g., red for virus, brown for fungus, blue for bacterium). These are sources of transgenic sequence motifs. B: Chromosomes of the modified species or closely related, sexually compatible species (taxa; various tones of green). These are sources of intragenic and cisgenic sequence motifs. C: Genetic constructs (functional cassettes) as intended for insertion into the recipient organism, comprising (each element is framed) the promoter (P), gene of interest (trait gene; GoI), and terminator (T); top transgenic construct, middle intragenic construct (i.e., with elements combined into a nonnaturally occurring configuration), bottom cisgenic cassette (i.e., with original naturally occurring configuration). D: Genetic modification types as they appear in the recipient chromosomal locus: top transgenes, upper middle intragenes, lower middle cisgenes, bottom single nucleotide modification (vertical black bar). Four types of sequence motifs are commonly targeted for detection and identification of GMOs: screening elements (open black boxes; a single element of a construct), construct-specific junctions (open blue boxes; motif is a chimera of two different elements of the construct), event-specific junctions (open red boxes; motif is a chimera of the insert and the native insertion locus), and taxon-specific motifs (open green boxes; typically a single copy housekeeping gene serving as a reference gene for identification and quantification of the modified taxon). The number of alternative targets that can be used to detect GMOs decreases as one move from transgenes (event-, construct-, and element-specific motifs) via intragenes (event-and construct-specific motifs) to cisgenes (only event-specific motifs). This has a great impact on the approaches taken/ required for GMO detection, and challenges the current paradigm of screening before identification and quantification. Single nucleotide modifications and naturally occurring single nucleotide polymorphisms are indistinguishable from each other (orange oval). Rearrangements of the inserted genetic construct and native genome are not uncommon (not shown) Sister events to GMOs authorized in the EU, such as the maize event DAS-59132-8 (unauthorized in the EU and sister event to the EU-authorized maize event DAS-59122-7) ISK-3 A GMO whose genetic modification is far from fully sequence characterized but the sequence of at least one element of the inserted construct is known
GMOs transformed with modified versions of broadly applied vectors such as the pCAMBIA vectors (for plants) and pcDNA vectors (for mammals), where at least one vector-derived element is present in the GMO ISK-4 A GMO whose genetic modification contains no element present in the genetic modification of a GMO belonging to one of the other ISK classes A GMO with a completely novel inserted construct and no vector-derived elements/motifs. Some information (e.g., on the donor species or phenotypic function of the insert) may still be available.
Modified from [27] EU European Union, GMO genetically modified organism approaches and their application in combination with new sequencing technologies are reviewed elsewhere (Arulandhu et al., this volume). The present review aims to (1) highlight the needs for detection, identification, and characterization of genetic modifications, GMOs, and derived materials, (2) review the available literature related to the use of WGS technologies and tools for unbiased, nontargeted purposes, (3) identify challenges and gaps in the availability of applicable solutions in relation to the needs identified, and (4) discuss prospects for further developments and improvements that can mitigate challenges and perhaps close the identified gaps.
Comparative approaches to identify genetic modifications
Breeding, including the development of GMOs, results in the development of new, putatively stable lines, genetically distinct from the parental lines. Theoretically, the distinctive genetic characteristics can therefore be identified by comparison of the completely sequenced genome of any GMO with its isogenic non-GM counterpart (parental line) or reference genome. Tissue culturing of plants often results in somaclonal variation (i.e., genetic or phenotypic variation) not resulting from genetic modification or sexual recombination [28] . Genetic somaclonal variation can make comparisons of GM and isogenic counterparts more difficult [25] . From a legal point of view, natural genetic variation, including somaclonal variation, should not be confused with gene-technologyderived genetic variation (i.e., the basis for classification of a plant or animal as a GMO [14, 29, 30] ). The ability to assess this difference is therefore required. With the availability of fully sequenced genomes (approximately 100 higher plants, more than 40 mammals, more than 50 birds, etc.), it is possible to compare the sequence of a sample with the reference sequence(s) in databases. Such a resequencing approach is b Runtime is largely dependent on the number of cycles (length of reads).
c Read length, runtime, and base calling accuracy are independent according to the manufacturer.
particularly useful if the databases contain large numbers of relevant accessions. An example is that fully sequenced genomes of many rice cultivars representing the majority of the global genetic variation of rice are available for comparison with a sequenced (putative) GM rice sample [31] . Transgene insertion, which is presently the commonest type of genetic modification among commercialized GMOs (mainly plants), involves the insertion of Bforeign^genetic material. This insertion is characterized by two features (Fig. 1): (1) the presence of Bforeign^genetic material which is absent in the native genome and (2) the creation of unique chimeric sequence motifs at each end of the insert. This creates the possibility of at least two approaches to detection of genetic modifications by bioinformatics sequence analysis (Fig. 2) . First, by subtraction of all sequence motifs that match the native (non-GM) genome, only a subset of sequence reads are retained for further analysis. These reads can be de novo assembled into contigs but this is optional before further analyses. The retained reads and/or assembled contigs can be compared with sequence databases to search for identical or similar sequence motifs. Searching for open reading frames (ORFs) in contigs can potentially reveal protein-coding genes. Such analyses can provide information about the novel (transgenic) trait(s), which is important, among other reasons, for risk assessment. Suitable sequence databases include databases dedicated to sequence motifs known to be present in existing GMOs-for example, the GMO Detection Method Database (GMDD) [32] -or more general databases (e.g., GenBank [33] ). The Fig. 2 Approaches to detect, characterize, and identify GMOs by application of whole genome shotgun sequencing. First the DNA is extracted from the sample and purified (A). Longer fragments are optionally split into shorter fragments to obtain a sequencing library with fragments of a desired size range; for example, approximately 500 bp for paired-end sequencing or 2-10 kbp for mate-pair sequencing (B). Capture enrichment from the sequencing library can optionally be performed before sequencing. The order of fragmentation and enrichment can be switched (C).Raw sequencing reads are quality filtered before bioinformatics analysis (D). Three types of available sequence databases can be available for GMO analyses (E): the full sequence of the taxon (reference genome), the full sequence of the insertion vector used to create the GMO, and a collection (more or less complete) of sequence elements/motifs associated with various GMOs (GMO sequence elements database). Mapping of the reads to these databases can result in identification of F perfect matches (i.e., concordant mapping), G reads with matching and orphan mates (i.e., discordant mapping), H nonmapping (i.e., unmapped reads), and I chimeric reads mapping partially to one database sequence and partially to another database sequence (i.e., split reads). The illustrated orphan reads in G and I sometimes map to other sequences in the same or other databases, and in such cases provide useful information for further mapping. Notably, some sequencing technologies produce single reads, not paired/mated reads. In these cases only F, H, and I can be observed. Mapping can be done against only one of the references or against two or all databases. Depending on the order and results of the mapping, the outcome is usually a subset of sequence reads that can be used to infer the sequence of the genetically modified insert and its insertion locus. Perfectly mapped reads confirm the presence of a particular sequence motif (J). Paired/mated reads can facilitate the assembly of reads into contigs (K). Single reads can be assembled to shorter contigs (L and M) that can successively be assembled into longer contigs (N). DB database, seq. sequence EUginius database (http:// www.euginius.eu) can successively be used when one or more elements are identified to list candidate GMOs containing the element(s). Secondly, sequence motifs that only partially match the native genome represent putative breakpoints (i.e., positions where it is likely that insertion or rearrangement of the genome has occurred). Further analysis of these putative breakpoints by comparison with sequences in the databases may identify the specific chimeric motifs associated with the insertion of a transgene (Fig. 1) , and each such chimeric sequence motif, in turn, is a unique signature of a specific genetic modification event. The same approach can be taken to identify the presence of integrated viral or other horizontally transferred genetic elements [34] [35] [36] . Many transgenic plants contain in their novel inserts one or more transgenic elements that are found also in other transgenic plants [37] . In animals, functional constraints on transgenic elements are more pronounced, and therefore fewer elements are used repeatedly in different GM animals than in GM plants. The common presence of the same transgenic element(s) in GM plants is the basis for the application of element screening, often referred to as the matrix approach in polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based GMO testing [27, [37] [38] [39] [40] . An alternative to subtraction of the native genome sequences is therefore to start by looking for sequence motifs matching GMOassociated motifs (e.g., the GMDD accessions), in what would be a sequencing-based matrix approach. This can be relatively fast and may be cost-effective, but like other targeted approaches is biased and would inevitably fail to detect GMOs belonging to ISK-4. Yet, combined with bioinformatics approaches to sequence assembly and/or gene walking approaches, it can be feasible to detect and characterize GMOs for which sequence data are missing/incomplete. That, in turn, would provide data useful for risk assessment [16] and development/application of specific PCR detection methods [27] . PCR-based detection is faster, more cost-effective, and more applicable for routine and on-site application than HTS if the number of targets is low and they are well characterized and their sequences are invariant. With growing numbers and less well characterized and heterogeneous targets, HTS becomes more attractive. Many genetic modifications introduced into plants are not found in the GMDD. For animals it is the rule that the matrix approach is unlikely to lead to detection and identification of a GMO. However, if additional information about the genetic modification is available before the analysis is set up, then a similar or semitargeted analysis can be performed. For example, if it is known that the genetic modification affects a particular metabolic pathway, then an option could be to direct and perform a semitargeted test at the genes involved/ associated with the pathway.
Target enrichment approaches
The specific sequence representing a genetic modification is only a minute fraction of the whole genome; for example, 6000 bp in a 3-Gbp genome (0.0002 %). It is therefore attractive to consider approaches to enrich the fraction of obtained sequence reads derived from the genetic modification, before analysis. One approach is to perform selective amplification; for example, by use of PCR before sequencing (reviewed by Arulandhu et al., this volume). Another is to perform hybridization capture by use of probes (e.g., on a microarray or other solid support). A third is to analyze the transcriptome, which represents only the transcriptionally active fraction of the genome in a particular organ or tissue. All these alternatives are biased and may result in incomplete detection/identification or even false negatives.
De novo assembly and characterization of complete genomes with genetic modifications
De novo assembly of smaller genomes such as bacterial and fungal genomes is feasible in many cases. More than 1000 completely sequenced genomes of microorganisms have been published. The genomes of higher eukaryotes are much larger and more complex and therefore require substantially more effort to sequence and assemble them. De novo assembly of plant and animal genomes is therefore usually performed on one or a few selected (non-GM) reference lines/strains. Typically, efforts to obtain complete genome assemblies are organized in connection with international or regional collaborative programs for crop/livestock breeding/improvements [10, 41] . As a consequence, de novo assembly of a complete GM genome is only exceptionally required for ISK-4 scenarios, and various resequencing-based methods are attractive alternatives, as discussed later. However, de novo assembly of a moderately sized plant genome to a first draft quality is now feasible on a small computer cluster or even on a highend, stand-alone machine.
The first transgenic plant genome to be fully sequenced and de novo assembled was the virus-resistant SunUp papaya genome [42] . Few details on the specific technology applied for the sequencing were provided, most likely because of interlaboratory variation in Sanger sequencing protocols. In that study, 2.8 million shotgun sequencing reads were obtained from an inbred papaya line [end sequencing of plasmid and bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-cloned fragments] and the main purpose was to characterize the papaya genome. A low average sequencing depth (approximately three times coverage) did not yield very detailed information on the transgene inserts and insertion loci. However, the evidence complemented by Southern blot data led to the conclusion that three inserts were present, and identified five of the six insert junctions as nuclear copies of papaya chloroplast DNA fragments. The supporting data for the study included transcript library data.
In September 2014, the presence of a viable GM microorganism (Bacillus subtilis overproducing riboflavin) in a food/ feed additive was notified via the European Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed [43] (notification 2014-1249). This GM microorganism was not authorized for release in the EU, and no sequence information regarding the genetic modification was available. The GM microorganism was isolated and subsequently shotgun, whole genome sequenced by means of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 system by a BelgianFrench team. The nearly 11 million paired-end reads (corresponding to a 350-fold coverage of the B. subtilis genome) were de novo assembled with CLC Genomics Workbench and scaffolded with SSPACE [44] into 36 scaffolds [45] . In a follow-up study [46] , the team applied further bioinformatics analysis, exploiting the phenotypic information available (overproduction of riboflavin). This allowed the team not only to identify the biosynthesis operon and gene most likely subjected to genetic modification but also to identify nonnatural junction motifs including plasmid vector sequences in three of the contigs. Finally, after PCR and Sanger-sequencing-based verification of the presence of the inferred motifs in the GM microorganism, they developed a construct-specific real-time PCR detection method that can be applied for control purposes.
Transcriptome sequencing analysis
The purpose of genetic modification is usually to modify the phenotype, via altered gene expression or introduction of a novel trait gene(s). Gene silencing is sometimes the intended modification, and silenced genes do not yield transcripts. In such cases, theoretically, quantitative analysis may exceptionally allow detection of GM cisgenes. Novel traits and strongly upregulated or downregulated gene expression, on the other hand, can be detected via the transcription of DNA to messenger RNA, provided that tissue-specific or environmentally determined variation in expression levels can be excluded. The transcriptome is therefore potentially an attractive target for detection and possible identification of a GMO. Comparative transcriptome sequencing can be applied to GMOs of any ISK class, making this one of the few available alternatives for ISK-4 scenarios. Transcription is affected by many factors, most importantly the promoter and transcription factors [47] [48] [49] . It is of critical importance that a transcriptome sample is taken from the right tissue at the right moment, as transcriptome-based GMO detection can otherwise be more prone to false negatives (i.e., GMO transcript not detected despite the presence of a GMO) than genome-based GMO detection. Furthermore, the transcripts by default do not include the full-length genetic construction defining the genetic modification or the event-specific junction sequence motifs required for unequivocal event-specific identification of GMOs (see Fig. 1 ). The transcriptome data can, however, be combined with successive genome walking strategies (see Arulandhu et al., this volume) to completely characterize each genetic construct and its associated event-specific junction motifs.
Tengs et al. [50] used computational subtraction to detect a transgene insert in Arabidopsis thaliana in an early pioneering work from 2009. The transcriptome (complementary DNA, cDNA) was sequenced with use of a Roche 454FLX instrument. The resulting 79,900 reads were mapped to the A. thaliana transcriptome and genome sequences by means of the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [51] , resulting in the retention of only 159 reads, of which 146 (approximately 92 %) matched the sequence of the pBI121 transfer DNA (T-DNA) 35S:GUS Ti-plasmid vector that had been used to transform the transgenic A. thaliana line. The approach is applicable to transgenes, and possibly to intragenes, but not to cisgenic traits (where the transcript is also found in the non-GM). Tengs et al. [50] further explored the possibility to use computational subtraction (the bioinformatics component of the approach applied to the A. thaliana line) on two published expressed sequence tag libraries. One of these expressed sequence tag libraries was derived from the previously mentioned transgenic papaya study by Ming et al. [42] , whereas the other was derived from a study of a transgenic rice line [52] . In both cases the approach successfully retrieved the sequence of an inserted transgenic novel trait gene.
The GM rice event OSCR11 was developed as a proof-ofconcept edible vaccine for pollen allergy. Kawakatsu et al. [25] combined transcriptome and WGS analyses to compare this transgenic rice event with its non-GM parental line a123, with the aim of not only comparing the GM and non-GM lines but also of comparing traditional breeding with mutagenesis and radiation in molecular breeding. For this purpose, approximately 250 million paired-end reads were generated with use of an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument from each of the two rice lines. Similar data for the rice cultivar Koshihikari, which is the parental cultivar of a123, were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information Sequence Read Archive (previously known as the BShort Read Archive^). These three datasets were mapped to the rice reference genome [4, 53] with use of Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) in CLC Genomics Workbench before structural variant calling. Only one OSCR11-specific high-confidence structural variant was detected (i.e. a deletion of 810 bp). This structural variant was located in a repetitive sequence on chromosome 2, but it was not possible to dissect whether the deletion originated from the Agrobacterium transfection or not. SNP analysis with uniquely mapping reads analysis revealed 60,000-90,000 SNPs per line compared with the rice reference sequence. Of these SNPs, 167 were concluded to be induced by Agrobacterium transformation, and 939 were concluded to be induced by chemical-and radiation-induced mutagenesis. Insertion/deletion analysis revealed 1000-9000 sites compared with the rice reference genome, and 28 and 3147 were concluded to be transformation and mutagenesis induced respectively. From that data taken together, Kawakatsu et al. concluded that traditional mutagenesis induces more unintended mutations than molecular breeding, in agreement with an earlier array-based rice transcriptome study [22] . Strand-specific messenger RNA sequencing was performed with an Ion Torrent PGM instrument on an Ion 318 Chip and the sequence was analyzed for differentially expressed genes with the R package DESeq [54] . Twentyeight differentially expressed genes were found, of which two were directly related to integrated T-DNA and another 12 were associated with endoplasmic reticulum stress and therefore believed to be indirectly linked to the transformation. By comparison with WGS data (discussed later), no transformation-induced SNPs or insertions/deletions were detected within 2 kbp upstream of any differentially expressed genes.
Resequencing approaches
With access to a fully sequenced reference genome of the species in question, it is possible to compare the sequence reads obtained from WGS of the GMO or GM product with the reference genome, and then focus on the differences. The number of fully sequenced genomes and (near) complete genome assemblies is steadily growing (https://en.wikipedia. org/wiki/List_of_sequenced_eukaryotic_genomes; includes links to lists of sequenced archaeal and bacterial genomes).
Analyses of inserts of known or partially known origin (ISK-2 and ISK-3 scenarios)
Characterization of a newly developed GMO by the developer usually corresponds to an ISK-2 scenario, where the transformation vector sequence is known but the insertion locus or the number of inserts (copy number) is not. Insertion of a recombinant sequence in a functional gene can inactivate the gene and have negative effects on the host under some conditions. Expression of the inserted gene can be influenced by position (i.e. where on a chromosome the gene is inserted [55] ). Zhang et al. [56] and Kovalic et al. [57] were the first to provide comprehensive, detailed reports on the characterization of transgene inserts by use of WGS of an animal (cow) and a plant (soybean) respectively. Both performed paired-end sequencing with an Illumina HiSeq sequencer, resulting in the generation of hundreds of millions of 100-bp reads.
In both studies, the reads were mapped against two types of reference sequences to identify the number of inserted copies and their locations in the recipient genomes: (1) the transgenic vector(s) used to transfect/transform the GMO (ISK-2 scenario) and (2) the native recipient genome. This made it possible to identify and characterize completely the inserts and associated event-specific junction sequence motifs. Chimeric reads mapping partially to both types of reference sequence were identified and concatenated (assembled) with overlapping reads into putatively complete junction-insertjunction maps. The inferred maps were successively confirmed by conventional PCR and sequencing of the amplification products. Some rearrangements of the T-DNA relative to the original transgenic vectors were also detected as a result of these approaches.
Zhang et. al. [56] used Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing to characterize the number of inserts and the insert locus in three transgenic cows modified to produce recombinant human lactoferrin. They obtained between 246 million and 307 million reads per cow. Previous attempts using chromosome walking analysis had not been successful, possibly because of the large size of the insert (150 kbp) and because multiple copies were inserted. The HTS reads were mapped to the transgenic vector sequence used to transfect/transform the GMO and the bovine reference genome respectively with use of BWA [58] . Zhang et al. observed that sequencing depth analysis was very useful to detect copy number variations of inserted sequence elements, and used this information to more specifically trace and characterize rearrangements (recombinations) of T-DNA. Analysis of sequencing depth over the transformation vectors and the bovine reference genome indicated that the insert could be present in more than one copy. Chimeric paired-end reads and split-reads mapping to both types of reference sequence were analyzed, and the results indicated that six copies were inserted in the same locus at chromosome 5. This result was achieved despite a relatively low average sequencing depth (ten times coverage). The sequence of the junctions between the host and the insert were determined by de novo assembly of chimeric and split reads with use of SOAPdenovo [59] . However, the entire inserted sequence was not reported, and long reads might be required to resolve the repeated structure of the insert. By design and application of a PCR targeting the preinsertion locus, they were also able to discriminate between heterozygous and homozygous transgenes [56] .
Kovalic et al. [57] analyzed two representative transgenic soybean lines to determine the number of insertion sites, the insert copy number at each site, and the sequence of each insert and host flanking region. Paired-end sequencing (2 × 100-bp reads) was done with an Illumina HiSeq sequencer, yielding approximately 75 times average sequencing depth with both lines. Kovalic et al. compared their findings with data obtained with the classic method for transgene characterization (i.e., Southern blots). One of the lines was transformed with two different T-DNAs. The soy genome was subtracted by use of BLAST [51] , and all surviving reads were re-paired with their mate to capture junction sequences. The specific junction points were identified with use of a customdeveloped Perl script. The reads were downsized and only the 5′ part was used for downstream analysis (3-42 bp out of a read length of 100). The selected reads were mapped to the three transformation plasmid sequences, and the locations where mapping ended were taken as potential integration points. The reads were then sorted on the basis of the nonmatching part to determine the number of inserts and the host sequence flanking each insert. The event transformed with two T-DNAs contained a single-locus in vivo rearranged insert. This was correctly identified and characterized, including the junction between the two rearranged T-DNAs of the insert. Not surprisingly it was concluded that HTS-based analysis was simpler and more efficient than a Southern blot approach. The total cost of the characterization was estimated to be less than 50 % of that for Southern blotting. Several advantages over the classic method were highlighted, including consistent experimental design across different constructs, events, and species, and experimentally simpler protocols [57] .
In the previously mentioned study by Kawakatsu et al. [25] the transcriptomic data were complemented with paired-end (450-500-bp libraries) WGS performed with an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument. An average of approximately 250 million 100-bp reads were obtained for each sample, including a third rice line that had been subjected to various types of mutagenesis and successively cross-bred to produce the a123 line. Reads were mapped to the Nipponbare rice reference genome and the Agrobacterium C58 genome with use of CLC Genomics Workbench 5.1, and the T-DNA insertion locus was identified. Structural variants were detected, verified, and characterized by PCR and sequencing. Their transcriptome analysis provided less detailed information for the transgene characterization, as the main focus was to decipher genomic discrepancy between GM crops and their parental lines. Kawakatsu et al. concluded that the pattern of SNPs in the transgenic rice line OSCR11 relative to its parental line a123 was comparable to the pattern that would result from somaclonal variation. Furthermore, they proposed combining WGS and transcriptome analyses to assess genome integrity of GMOs.
Wahler et al. [60] applied essentially the same approach as Kovalic et al. [57] for the identification and characterization of the transgenic insert and insertion sites in event LL62 rice, which is not authorized in the EU. This rice event contains a single short (1493-bp) insert. Approximately 172 million paired-end reads of 75 bp were obtained with an Illumina HiSeq sequencer, yielding an average 65 times sequencing coverage of the rice genome. Wahler et al. treated the LL62 rice as partially unknown; that is; only limited details on the DNA sequences of the transgene insert and vector were available before the study (ISK-3 scenario). More specifically, they started out with the assumption that the applied cloning vector most likely contained one or more of the elements found in commonly used plant transformation vectors such as pCAMBIA-1300. The reads were mapped with an Illumina genome analysis system (Genome Analyzer and CASAVA) against the published rice genome, and breakpoint reads were identified. To screen for putative GM-derived insertions, they assumed that GM-derived inserts would generally be larger than 100 bp. Thus only breakpoints indicating insertions of this size were analyzed further. To distinguish between natural insertions and GM insertions, all breakpoint border sequences of appropriate size were mapped against the pCAMBIA-1300 vector sequence. This approach resulted in the identification of two border sequences belonging to the same breakpoint. Paired-end orphan reads (reads that did not map to the rice genome) were assembled de novo in an iterative process extending the breakpoint sequence into the insert. With seven iterations, the complete single insert was mapped.
Ji et al. [61] wanted to characterize the genomic integration site(s) of the Pmel-1 mouse, a transgenic model generated with use of two transgenic vectors, containing variable domains of the endogenous T-cell receptor (TCR). The highly identical and repetitive nature of transgenic TCR α and β chains with the endogenous loci and the large size of the construction vectors made it especially challenging to determine the integration site with established methods such as PCR, cloning, fluorescence in situ hybridization, and Southern blot analyses. A homozygous Pmel-1 transgene mouse was sequenced to eight times coverage with an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencer with paired-end reads of 101 bp. To identify candidate integration sites they searched for evidence of structural variants such as tandem duplications and translocations on the basis of discordant read pairs. First the reads were aligned to the reference mouse genome with use of Bowtie [62, 63] in global (end-to-end reads alignment) and local (soft clipped reads) modes, with the software programs DELLY and SVDetect [64, 65] . Unique and discordantly mapped reads were further analyzed to detect structural variants after filtering to remove repeats, mitochondria, centromeres, and intrachromosomal rearrangements. Structural rearrangements were detected with SVDetect, and top scoring read pairs were reviewed and filtered manually to remove structural rearrangements with too few or many supporting reads, structural rearrangements mapping to centromeres or the mitochondrial chromosome, and structural rearrangements with multiple adjacent rearrangements. After the structural variants had been filtered, candidates were ranked on the basis of confidence scores (number of supporting split reads) and the two top candidate duplications associated with TCR regions were identified for further detailed characterization. This resulted in the identification of a potential integration site of the TCR β chain that was subsequently confirmed by PCR analysis. Their approach resembles the analysis in the case of an ISK-3 intragenic scenario.
Srivastava et al. [66] , also focusing on transgenic mouse strains, found that transgene inserts are often located in genomic regions that are rich in repetitive sequences such as long and short interspersed nuclear elements. This, in turn, negatively impacts the percentage of uniquely mapping reads around insertion sites. Enrichment for sequences in and around a chromosomal rearrangement can be an effective strategy for solving the signal-to-noise ratio problem but requires custom solutions that easily become cost-prohibitive. Srivastava et al. applied Illumina paired-end sequencing (approximately 18 times coverage, 100-bp reads) and mate-pair sequencing (approximately 32 times coverage; 3-5-kbp fragment size libraries) and demonstrated that identification of integration sites from mate-pair data had high signal-to-noise ratios (examples were improved tenfold) compared with similar analysis on typical short fragment paired-end libraries. Furthermore, they concluded that the low signal-to-noise ratio problem is exacerbated when the insert contains intragenic or cisgenic sequences. The approach they took was based on a priori knowledge of and mapping of reads to the transgene sequence (ISK-2 scenario). However, the transgene sequences were reconstructed in silico on the basis of the cDNA, vector, and/or genomic sequences before bioinformatics analysis. Reads were mapped to transgene sequences with use of the Bowtie 2 short read aligner [62] . Orphaned reads were extracted by means of custom Perl scripts, and were mapped to the mouse genome. Mapping coordinates were used to calculate a distance metric called the Bdistance to next^(DTN) read. The DTN measures and mapping coordinates to the host and transgene sequence were used to remove PCR duplicates and poorquality reads. The mouse genome was divided into approximately 300,000 blocks 1 kbp in length, and the scoring scheme aimed at identifying blocks with large numbers of mapped reads with small DTN among them (i.e., the signature of a transgene insertion site).
Endo et al. [17] characterized a mutant rice generated by an Agrobacterium-mediated gene targeting technique. This is an approach where the modification occurs through homologous recombination, and should be very precise and not involve the insertion of DNA fragments from Agrobacterium. The focus of Endo et al. was to verify the presence/absence of Agrobacterium-derived sequences by WGS. Approximately 27 million to 56 million short (average 72-bp) reads (corresponding to five to ten times coverage of the rice genome) were obtained from four gene-targeted plants with an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx sequencer. The reads were mapped against the Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58 genomic DNA, C58 plasmid, and Ti plasmid, and the binary vector used for the gene targeting modification of two of the rice lines with BLAST. Vector-derived sequences were detected only in the two rice lines modified with the vector. No Agrobacterium or plasmid sequence was detected in any of the four rice lines. Evaluation of SNPs and short insertions/ deletions was done by the mapping of short reads to the Nipponbare rice genome with use of BWA [58] . More than 12,000 variants were called in each of the four samples, corresponding to the difference between the two Nipponbare lines studied (10,575 SNPs and 1556 insertions/deletions).
Guttikonda et al. [67] characterized two soybean events (TE1 and TE2) and their hybrid stack (TE1 × TE2) taking the same approach as Kovalic et al. [57] . A paired-end sequencing library (insert size 800 bp) was prepared from homozygous and hemizygous plant materials and sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument, yielding 100-bp reads. The WGS was complemented with targeted capture sequencing (discussed later), Southern blot analysis, and Sanger sequencing. The total number of paired-end reads per sample ranged between 95 million and 119 million for the single events (corresponding to ten times coverage of the soybean genome) and up to 147 million for the stack (14 times coverage). Reads were mapped to the soybean Williams82 reference genome and transgene vector sequences with use of BWA [58] and SAMtools [68] . Custom scripts were used to extract the host-insert junctions. With similar amounts of genomic DNA per library the hemizygous material yielded approximately 50 % fewer reads mapping to the T-DNA than the homozygous material (approximately 500 reads vs 1000 reads, corresponding to five times vs ten times coverage), as would be expected. There were three to eight split (chimeric) reads corresponding to junctions between the host and the insert for each of the junctions in the homozygous samples, the respective numbers in the hemizygous (TE2) samples were one or two, and all junctions were identified in each experiment. The inserts were mapped to insertion loci on chromosome 2 (TE2) and chromosome 6 (TE1) of soybean. Discordantly mapped reads spanning the 3′ insert junctions of TE1 and TE2 respectively mapped to the genomic insertion loci of both TE1 and TE2. A common terminator is present in the 3′ region of the two transgenes. No rearrangements of the transgenes were observed with any of the approaches taken, and no vector backbone was detected. However, some rearrangements were observed at the insertion loci of both events.
Detection and identification of unknown genetic modifications (ISK-4 scenarios)
Yang et al. [69] sequenced two transgenic rice events with an Illumina HiSeq instrument and obtained approximately 100 million paired-end reads of 90 bp, corresponding to an average 25 times sequencing coverage of the rice genome for both events. The data analysis was performed in three different ways, each adapted to a defined a priori insert knowledge scenario. For each scenario, a specific bioinformatics module was designed, with general applicability for transgenic events under similar insert knowledge conditions. Module 1 was intended for ISK-2 scenarios (i.e., the transformation vector and T-DNA construct sequence is known in advance and the sequencing reads can be mapped back to the original vector and T-DNA construct). Each read was mapped independently to the plasmid and the rice genome with BWA [58] . Split reads and discordant reads were extracted and used to infer the insert junctions. This approach is therefore highly comparable to the approaches taken by Zhang et al. [56] and Kovalic et al. [57] . Module 2 was intended for scenarios where only a limited part of the T-DNA construct sequence is known or can be expected to be included in available sequence databases (ISK-3 scenarios). This approach is therefore to some extent comparable to the approach taken by Wahler et al. [60] . Each read was mapped to a database containing 134 known transgenic elements. Reads that matched the database were extracted and de novo assembled with ABySS [70] and the resulting contigs were analyzed with BLAST [51] . Module 3 was intended for ISK-4 scenarios (i.e., when the T-DNA construct sequence is completely unknown and not included in available sequence databases). This module applied an initial genome subtraction strategy: first the reads were mapped to the rice genome for subtraction of hits, before de novo assembly and BLAST analysis of the retained reads. With module 1, two complete inserts with detailed insertion sites were inferred and later verified with PCR and amplicon sequencing for both rice events. With module 2, only one almost correct complete insert with detailed insertions sites were inferred from each of the rice events. With module 3, one almost correct complete insert was inferred from each of the rice events, and one insertion site for one event was also correctly inferred. The study of Yang et al. [69] was consequently the first to describe an approach for detection and characterization of completely unknown transgenic events by use of next-generation WGS. Coverage depth plots presented in supplementary material for that study also indicate that the inserted target copy numbers can be correctly estimated once a putative complete transgenic construction is obtained. The same original sequence data were analyzed with each of the three modules, and an iterative use of modules was foreseen by Yang et al. [69] , starting with module 3 (module 2) and using the inferred map as a basis for reanalysis with module 2 (module 1).
In another study, a combined WGS and bioinformatics approach to identification of phylogenomic relationships and unexpected (genes out of the core) data was developed for rapid high-resolution diagnostic typing of single strains/ isolates of microorganisms [71] . The specific study focused on potential microbial bioterrorism organisms, including organisms with GM genomes, and was implemented as a Perl script tested in a Linux environment. Instead of genome assembly and mapping to identify orthologous genes, the sequence reads are mapped to identify orthologous sequence reads and calculate the average similarity to characterized core genomes. In short, a window of a defined size was used to select fragments from a sequence read set or moved in steps over a query genome (partially or fully assembled). BLASTN scores between the fragments and a reference genome were collected, because such scores take into account both sequence similarity and the length of hits. Since all fragments were of exactly the same length, the scores were directly comparable. Plotting of scores in a histogram typically yielded a conserved (core) peak and a nonconserved peak. The analyses were based on Roche 454 sequence data, and window sizes of up to 1000 bp were tested. Sequence lengths of 100-200 bp were reported to be most efficient, and thus data from, for example, an Illumina MiSeq system would appear highly suited. To detect genetic modifications, nonconserved reads can be sorted into a separate FASTA file. This file, in turn, can be analyzed further by the mapping of reads to reference database sequences or de novo assembly, detection of putative open reading frames, etc. It is not clear how well the approach would perform with larger genomes and lower genomic divergence than that found in bacteria.
Capture enrichment from WGS libraries
This section reviews only enrichment approaches applied after creation of a WGS library. DuBose et al. [72] applied a combination of the Illumina WGS approach with microarray hybridization capture to enrich for the transgene inserts and integration sites and successively identify these. Their approach relies on prior knowledge of the nature and origin of the novel inserted sequences and is consequently only applicable to ISK-2 and ISK-3 scenarios. Similarly to the approaches described by Zhang et al. [56] and Kovalic et al. [57] a library of short genomic DNA fragments suitable for Illumina paired-end sequencing were prepared. Instead of directly sequencing the library of DNA fragments, they first hybridized the library to a customdesigned microarray with probes corresponding to the transgenic vector (a BAC clone). Nonhybridizing fragments were washed off, resulting in 3000-26,000 times enrichment for complete or partial BAC-derived fragments. These were successively eluted and paired-end sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq sequencer, yielding 197 million reads with an average coverage of 82,186 in the enriched area. Reads were mapped to the BAC vector and mouse genome. Regions with breakpoints were identified by SAMtools [68] . Around the four identified BAC/mouse junctions, 8118 discordant read pairs were detected (one read in the BAC and the other in the mouse genome). Three additional unexpected junctions were detected between noncontiguous regions of the BAC, and two large deletions in the BAC (2.1 kbp and 31.7 kbp) were also detected, together with deletions of 90 bp and 1090 bp respectively at the sites of integration in the mouse genome. The applied enrichment approach results in a bias, significantly limiting the range of transgenic sequence motifs that can be detected. It is not truly a WGS approach, but because it involves the initial creation of a whole-genomederived sequence library, we consider it relevant for the present review. DuBose et al. [72] applied conventional PCR and sequencing of amplification products to verify the putative insertion sites. One of the advantages of their approach, they concluded, is that the enrichment facilitates identification of isogenically derived inserts (cisgenes and intragenes) that can otherwise be very difficult to identify.
Lepage et al. [73] took a similar approach to study integration sites in 64 mutant Arabidopsis plants. The whole genome library was prepared according to recommendations for Roche 454 sequencing, with an equivalent quantity of DNA from each of the 64 mutants. However, before sequencing they used biotinylated capture probes complementary to the T-DNA ends to enrich T-DNA-sequence-containing fragments. After hybridization the bound targets were recovered by use of magnetic beads. More than 40 % of the 115,000 reads obtained from the 454 GS FLX sequencer mapped to the T-DNA, and approximately 4000 chimeric reads partially mapped to the T-DNA and partially to the Arabidopsis genome with use of the gsMapper module of Newbler version 2.5.3 (454 Life Sciences). Candidate insertion sites were identified and a two-dimensional pooled PCR approach was taken to identify which of the 64 mutants contained each of the candidates. Altogether they managed to locate the T-DNA insertion sites in 55 of the 64 plants.
Another related approach, referred to as BSouthern-bySequencing^was taken by Zastrow-Hayes et al. [74] . Initially, a capture-probe library was created from approximately 117 kbp of sequence from a plasmid pool of 89 unique transformation plasmids. The resulting biotinylated oligonucleotide capture probes were then hybridized to Illumina WGS libraries for enrichment of plasmid-derived sequences and neighboring sequences. The enriched libraries were successively sequenced with an Illumina MiSeq or HiSeq 2500 system, yielding paired-end 100-bp reads to a target coverage of approximately 100 times. Sequencing errors were filtered by K-mer analysis with JELLYFISH [75] , and identical sequence reads were collapsed to create nonredundant read groups. Nonredundant reads were then aligned to the reference genome (maize) with use of Bowtie [63] , and reads that did not align to the reference genome were subsequently aligned to the transformation plasmid insert and backbone sequences with use of Bowtie 2 [62] . Alignments to the backbone sequence with 35 times or higher coverage across 50 bp or more were flagged as events containing plasmid backbone sequence. This reduced the rate of false positives due to environmental bacteria. Reads that did not map entirely to the maize genome were subjected to junction analysis with BWA [76] to map reads against the plasmid insert and backbone sequences. Split reads (i.e., chimeric reads mapping partly to the transformation plasmids) were retained after filtering, and compared with reads from non-GM lines to remove endogenous junctions (i.e., junctions of non-GM origin present as natural variants). The final junctions were then assembled into longer contigs with use of SSAKE [77] . Subsequently the longest SSAKE contigs were mapped to the (maize) reference genome and the transformation plasmids to characterize the insertion sites and intactness of the inserted DNA with use of BLAT [78] . Full assembly of the entire T-DNA insertions was not possible with the procedures described but was predicted to become feasible with additional advances in sequencing technologies and sample preparation methods.
The previously mentioned study by Guttikonda et al. [67] included use of target capture sequencing as a complement to WGS, Southern blot analysis, and Sanger sequencing. For this, they used their original WGS libraries, and the approach was similar to that of DuBose et al. [72] , except that the custom probes were coupled to beads instead of a microarray. Unbound fragments were washed away and PCR was successively performed to enrich libraries attached to the capture beads. The resulting enriched libraries were then paired-end sequenced with an Illumina MiSeq system, yielding 250-bp reads. The capture enrichment approach yielded a 250-2000 times improvement in coverage of the insert and junctions.
Whole genome HTS-based screening analyses for detection and identification of GMOs and derived products
Willems et al. [79] estimated the feasibility and required size of sequence datasets from HTS for routine analysis of GM crops. They distinguished between three approaches, termed the Bdetection approach,^Bproof approach,^and Bidentification approach.^BDetection^corresponded to one or more reads mapping entirely to the insert, Bproof of integration^corresponded to one or more mate pairs with one read mapping entirely to the insert and the other mapping entirely to the host/recipient genome, and Bidentificationĉ orresponded to one or more chimeric reads mapping partly to the insert and partly to the host/recipient genome. Not surprisingly, they identified the genome size as the most influential parameter. Several parameters in their statistical framework are defined by the user, such as the desired probability of detection and the definition of the required number of overlapping base pairs for scoring a hit with the identification approach. They concluded that all three approaches would require less than or the same as the output of a single lane on an Illumina rapid run (300 million reads) with any type of 100 % GM sample. However, proof and identification would require severalfold higher sequence output than detection, and samples containing only low fractions of GMO (e.g., 0.9 %, the threshold for labeling in the EU [80] ), would in most cases require prohibitively large datasets (given the cost and output of current HTS technologies). The statistical framework was experimentally validated with 100 % pure and processed rice samples and an in-house-prepared 10 % GM in non-GM rice sample.
Experimental data from HTS of a commercial maize gluten feed sample from the USA (TAME3; unpublished data) largely support the validity of the statistical framework of Willems et al. [79] . Approximately 228.6 million paired-end reads (read length 100 bp) corresponding to 45.7 Gbp, were obtained from this highly processed product (fragment size range of purified DNA approximately 100-500 bp). Because of the short fragment size, the paired-end reads frequently overlapped, and were consequently stitched before mapping. After stitching and quality filtering, approximately 224 million reads (weighted mean length 124 bp) were retained. Approximately 61.1 % of the reads (126.5 million) mapped to the assembled maize genome (haploid genome size excluding chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes 2.07 Gbp [7] ), corresponding to a mean coverage of approximately 7.58 times the entire maize genome (C = N × L/S = 126.5 × 10 6 × 124/2.07 × 10 9 = 7.58, where C is coverage, N is the number of reads, L is the mean length of a read, and S is the number of base pairs in the haploid maize genome). In the EU, according to the GMO labeling regulation [80] , the GMO concentration is calculated per ingredient; that is, as the additive concentration of all EU-authorized events belonging to the ingredient (species). In line with this and on the basis of event-specific quantitative real-time (qPCR), it was estimated that the feed contained approximately 200 % EUauthorized GM maize [expressed in copy number ratio of GM/ endogenous gene (hmg1)]. This was due to the presence of ten different events at individual concentrations ranging from 3.2 % (MON863) to 38.2 % (DAS1507). One additional EUauthorized GM maize event was detected at a concentration below the limit of quantification (Table 3) . A concentration greater than 100 % implies that at least some of the GM maize in this sample must be derived from hybrid stacks of authorized events. If we apply the terminology of Willems et al. [79] , the corresponding quantity determined from HTS-based Bidentification^of the same target motifs as those detected by qPCR was 233 % ( Table 4 ). The observed number of hits for both the maize reference gene and the event-specific target motifs was approximately 50 % of that predicted from the coverage rate and qPCR data (Table 4) . It is possible that this is due to stochastic variation given the low mean coverage predicted. However, according to Table 3 of Willems et al. [79] , the expected number of sequenced reads required to obtain at least one Bidentification^read in a 100 % GM maize sample is approximately 42 million. The sample was estimated to be 200 % GM by qPCR, and consequently it was predicted that approximately six hits were to be expected from the 126.5 million filtered reads, corresponding well with the observed seven hits (Table 4) . A more systematic and comprehensive analysis of the data, including the full length of inserts and multiple genomic loci in maize, is currently ongoing (Spilsberg et al., unpublished).
Discussion
Detailed information about the modified nucleic acids found in GMOs is important for several stakeholders. The developers of GMOs need to know their products to be able to evaluate them (e.g., for further selection and testing) and to provide legally and contractually required information to other stakeholders. Public risk assessors, for example, members of the European Food Safety Authority Panel on Genetically Modified Organisms, use the data to assess the safety of GMOs with regard to health and the environment [30, 84, 85] . The food industry and public and private control laboratories use the data to develop and validate detection methods and for surveillance and monitoring of the distribution of GMOs and derived materials.
Developers of GMOs will normally have access to detailed information about the vectors and T-DNA inserts before the creation of the GMO. They also have access to the non-GM isogenic line or strain that received the T-DNA. And finally, with very few exceptions, genome sequencing projects targeting the species subject to genetic modification are usually either completed or ongoing, facilitating access to sequenced reference genomes. Intraspecific variation can be an obstacle but generally these genome sequences provide solid foundations for successful detection and characterization of T-DNA inserts and insertion sites in GMOs by comparative resequencing approaches. The observable differences between the WGS of the GMO and its isogenic non-GM counterpart hold key information not only regarding the inserts but also regarding possible unintended genomic rearrangements that may or may not be related to the genetic modification as such. Knowledge of the vector and the intended T-DNA insert provides sequence tags that can be used either for direct comparison or for a genome walking assembly strategy to unravel the complete inserts and insertion sites. The read length can have a very significant impact on the ability to infer correct genetic maps of transgene inserts, insertion loci, and rearrangements. The earliest dominating HTS technology (Roche 454) yielded reads up to 700 bp but at a relatively high price per sequenced million base pairs. Most of the published studies discussed herein applied Illumina technology, typically yielding read lengths of 100 bp, but potentially up to maximum of 250-300 bp. Paired-end and mate-pair sequencing as made available with Illumina technology, however, facilitates detection of small rearrangements in reference sequences (e.g., genomic insertion loci or vectors of T-DNA; Fig. 3 ) and contig assembly. With recently commercialized platforms such as PacBio and MinION it is possible to obtain very long reads (several thousand base pairs), potentially corresponding to complete transgenic inserts. Combinations of platforms and strategies may prove ideal to obtain detailed and verified information. Older technologies such as PCR and Sanger sequencing, Southern blot, and fluorescence in situ hybridization are also options for verification of the data. Several of the articles cited [45, 57, 61, 67, 69, 74] conclude that the use of WGS offers great advantages over traditionally used approaches, and some of the authors of those articles are major biotechnology developers. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the developers of GMOs will adopt and exploit HTS technology to improve the quality of the data and genetic maps from characterization of GMOs. Whether or not the developers will also make the sequence data available-for example, to risk assessors-may depend on the specific legal requirements in relevant jurisdictions. This again may depend on the perceived relevance of the data.
Legally, the possibilities to use gene editing technologies such as CRISPR-Cas9 [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] represent a paradigm shift for the detectability of GMOs. Traditional GMOs, including those with cisgenes, are characterized by insertions, deletions, and rearrangements of large DNA fragments (typically several thousand base pairs long; Fig. 1 ). The traditional GMOs are therefore clearly distinguishable from conventional mutants. Contrastingly, gene editing can introduce very small changes, such as SNMs that are indistinguishable from SNPs. Although [83] or the cited publication. e For this event, a specific, validated construct-specific qPCR was used.
these changes are detectable by DNA sequencing, it is difficult or even impossible to prove that such a change is the result of the use of gene technology (and therefore by definition a GMO) and not a (naturally derived) mutation/substitution (see Fig. 4 ). Disclosure of information on the specific modifications from the developers will be a necessity. Linking the SNM with other authenticating genetic signatures [86] present in the GMO could perhaps provide sufficient proof, at least in some cases. Identifying a GM origin of a product of gene editing is not the only type of borderline case that challenges GMO detection laboratories and authorities. The definition of GMOs in the EU, for example, is under revision, and the possibility to include or exclude products (i.e., living organisms) that contain no modified nucleic acid is being debated [19] . Public risk assessors will usually receive detailed information from the developing biotechnology company in connection with applications for authorization or deregulation of the Table 3 for more details on the identity of specific events.
b A/B, where A is the estimated number of hits based on the mean coverage across the maize genome (7.58 times) and B is the estimated number of hits based on the observed hits for the reference gene by HTS (maize hmg1; last row in the table).The estimated number of hits is R × Q/100, where R is the number of haploid maize genome copies and Q is the concentration (%) detected by qPCR (see Table 3 ). c Only the number of Bidentification^hits is given. Any number greater than zero means that the specific junction motif detected by qPCR was detected by HTS. d Calculated according to the equation GM% = cpGM × 100/cpREF, where cpGM is the observed number of copies of the genetically modified target and cpREF is the observed number of copies of the reference gene (here maize hmg1) e See Table 3 . HTS mapping of reads was done against one reference sequence per qPCR target. A minimum overlap across the event-specific junction of 5 bp was required. With a maximum read length of 100 bp, the HTS mapping targeted up to 2 × 95 bp of sequence. Fig. 3 Sensitivity of paired-end sequencing to rearrangements when mapping is done to a reference sequence. a Normal paired-end reads have opposite orientation and the distance between them is predicted by the fragment size used to create the sequencing library (e.g., 500 bp). b A deletion (e.g., 200 bp) in the target relative to the reference sequence will map the two reads to more distant positions than those predicted from the sequencing library (e.g., 700 bp instead of 500 bp). c An insertion in the target relative to the reference sequence will result in discordant mapping of one of the reads. With sufficiently high coverage, there will be a significantly increased density of discordantly mapped reads adjacent to the insertion. d Inversion of a part of the target sequence relative to the reference will reorient one of the mate reads, resulting in mapping of both reads in the same orientation GMO for use and/or release into the environment. If so, the level of detail can be very high, as explained above. However, there can be cases where public risk assessors receive the information from other, less well-informed sources. This has, for example, been the case for several unauthorized GMOs that illegally entered the EU food/feed supply chain [45] (reviewed in [27] ). A typical case is initiated by the observed presence of a GMO-associated molecular marker in a GMO screening test incompatible with the presence of only authorized GMOs [27] . Further analyses then confirm the presence of an unauthorized GMO-derived sequence motif, reinforcing the suspicion of the presence of an unauthorized GMO. If the GMO is completely risk assessed, then a specific detection method is also available and can be used for the identification of the GMO. However, in the case of an incompletely risk-assessed GMO, such a method is only exceptionally available. The available information forwarded to risk assessors is typically limited to the DNA sequence of an identified novel trait gene and its associated promoter and/or terminator. Further details regarding insertion sites, presence or absence of additional inserts, vector backbone sequence, and/ or additional traits are desirable for a comprehensive molecular analysis as part of a risk assessment procedure. The application of HTS technology has the potential to provide this information. Most of the approaches described and discussed herein would fit this purpose. However, in the exceptional cases where suspicion is not based on molecular evidence and no reliable sequence information on a suspected GMO is available (ISK-4), the only approaches described so far that could succeed are de novo assembly and exome sequencing approaches; see [45, 50, 69] . Pauwels et al. [16] discussed the possible contributions from HTS-based molecular characterization of GMOs to risk assessments. Despite the superiority of HTS approaches over more traditional molecular approaches with respect to the amount and quality of data (see their Table 1 ), Pauwels et al. questioned the added value from these new technologies for risk assessments and pointed out some challenges; for example, the lack of standardized approaches for data generation, and requirements for specialists in bioinformatics to select the appropriate data analysis strategies. This implies that it will be difficult for risk assessors to assess the quality and reliability, and interpret the data. Another point they mention is the relevance of small inserts to the actual risks. Although HTS can provide evidence of such inserts and lead to their characterization, this information may not be needed, taking into account that unintended effects in GM plants are also assessed on the basis of agronomic, phenotypic, and compositional properties. An insert with functional effect on the GM plant would most likely result in an observable phenotypic change. Pauwels et al. concluded that setting up a common workflow for the generation of relevant and interpretable data by HTS would facilitate a scientifically sound assessment of GM plants. It may be argued that the mere availability of as much information as possible is beneficial for any evaluation, including risk assessments. Information overload could, however, also delay and confuse the evaluation in the absence of clear guidelines and requirements for data generation, analysis, and interpretation. Understanding the risk assessment procedure (as outlined for the EU, for example, in [84, 85] ) may be required to be able to judge the potential value and limitations of HTS data. Unintended effects can also arise from conventional breeding and natural molecular mechanisms. In this case undesirable phenotypes are removed during selection and breeding programs that do not require molecular characterization or risk assessments.
Screening for the presence of unauthorized GMOs is not possible unless the targets can be identified. Screening tests performed routinely are therefore presently targeted. The more the molecular characteristics of the genetic modification are similar to or distinctive from those of all other GMOs, the likelier it is that the GMO will not be detectable with that approach (Fig. 4) . If it is justifiable to invest the necessary resources in further analysis, then the logical solution to this challenge is to perform WGS or exome sequencing and focus the analyses on the sequence motifs that do not match the native (nonmodified) genome or exome. In the future it may be that HTS will become the method of choice also for screening analyses. HTS-based screening tests could be substantially broader and less targeted than those currently applied using Fig. 4 Relevance of similarity to known genetic modifications for discriminatory power and identifiability of unknown and unauthorized genetic modifications. Gene editing technologies such as CRISP-Cas9 can produce GMOs that are nearly indistinguishable from non-GMOs and therefore do not fit well in the figure PCR techniques [40, 87, 88] . Shotgun-sequencing-based screening approaches may become the most costeffective alternative if technological developments continue at the pace that has been seen in the last decade: (1) the costs of sequencing will be further and substantially reduced; (2) sequencing speed and throughput will continue to improve; (3) WGS assemblies will be made available for more species; (4) more lines of the sequenced species will be resequenced and the sequences made available; and (5) bioinformatics pipelines will be developed and/or improved for the purpose and become (semi)automated and faster. All of these requirements can be realistically achieved. Combining different sequencing tools as well as libraries of different insert sizes (paired-end sequencing in combination with mate-pair sequencing) may further facilitate efficient and comprehensive identification of GM-derived sequences in complex samples. The major potential of HTS in this respect is not the costefficiency but the significantly broader spectrum of GMOs that could be made detectable, contributing to enforcement of the GMO legislation.
The interpretation of analytical results is not trivial; in particular, when a sequence motif is detected and no specific GM source can be identified. This is perhaps best exemplified with PCR-based screening as discussed in [89] . Assembly of short sequence reads into longer contigs, and successive verification of the presence of whole genes, constructs, and eventually insertion sites by PCR and sequencing, has the potential to facilitate interpretation and provide indisputable evidence in the future. The feasibility of this on, for example, processed food or feed samples containing mixtures of several species and/or GMOs mixed with non-GM material is yet to be demonstrated in full. Very high numbers of sequenced base pairs are required to achieve an acceptable limit of detection [79] , and the successive bioinformatics analysis would be challenging and require highly skilled personnel. The current sequencing costs and the successive bioinformatics workload renders this too costly and time-consuming to be applicable at present. However, technological developments have reduced the costs and increased the output of sequencing dramatically in the last decade, and (semi)automated bioinformatics pipelines may be developed. Together these developments suggest the feasibility of this type of approach at affordable cost in the not too distant future. This should be communicated and appreciated by all stakeholders, and is perhaps one of the most important added values that can be foreseen from application of WGS for GMO detection. For the plant breeding sector and for particular cases where more or less pure single-GMO samples are available, the technology can already be applied and is expected to provide very detailed and comprehensive molecular data. The application for these purposes is consequently already ongoing.
